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point and click graphics that are really well done. harkens to the prior ages of games like Myst and Riven.. What to say here?
Animations are not good, voice acting is so-so, plot is thin, navigation is a bit awkard, puzzles are rather simple. Ok this was
almost so bad that it made it fun, I did finish the game but I cant really recommend it to anyone else right now, this game needs
a tad more love and care from the developper(s).. It is just plain boring. The story makes no sense and the graphics are poor..
Ok to start lets forget for a minute that there is no map. Now don't get me wrong I absolutly love Hidden Objsct Game, this is
the worst one I have ever played. The hit dectection on some of the objest is absolutly horrible i spent 20 minutes trying to click
on a lizard! I figured oh i must have the wrong item, used a hint nope right item just had to find that one pixel to click on! Some
of the puzzels that they love to reuse are made my the devil himself. Also the hints are vague at best which will lead you to
running around the whole map trying to find out where your suppose to place/use objects, which lead back to there is NO MAP!
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I spent more time running around trying to figure out what i was trying to do than doing things in this game! Now i went out of
my way to finish this thing that at this point i refuse to call a game, it was more like a true test of endurance and patience, but if
for some reason you just HAVE to play this "game" use the walkthrough. Honestly though just save your money, getting it for
free will make you feel ripped off.. This game was a lot of fun if you like hidden objects games. The story line is good and a lil
creepy. Makes your mind think .
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